MEMORANDUM FOR MR. H. R. HALDEMAN

FROM: Dwight L. Chapin

RE: The Shah's Remarks

The worldly interests and understanding of the President came out very clearly in the Shah's remarks today.

He had some things to say about the President which we should work with.

Example:

- Friendly columnists should be called today - and given excerpts of the Shah's remarks about the President. The interpretation along the lines of how good it is that America finally has a President who has studied the world for twenty years and understands it... shouldn't a President like this be given an opportunity regarding Vietnam?

- The "Monday" Republican flyer should carry the picture of the Shah and the President -- with a portion of the Shah's remarks quoted on the cover.

- Eric Severeid should be called by Shakespeare or perhaps by Klein -- and try to get the thrust of the Shah's remarks into his show for tonight.